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By now, you have all read the headlines and watched various news commentators detail the perils of the latest 
pneumonia outbreak, 2019 Novel Coronavirus (“nCov”), impacting China, nearby countries, and a few of their 
western trade partners. As of February 13th, confirmed cases in mainland China had reached over 60,000 patients, 
and as was broadcast on February 11th, the death total has surpassed 1,000. Even though these health figures are 
alarming, we have experienced similar outbreaks in the past and can take some comfort in knowing that eventual 
containment — and a vaccine — are in the works.  

From a financial market’s standpoint, one common theme we are hearing from economists and portfolio managers 
is that, similar to the SARS outbreak of 2002–2003, the recent sharp, nCoV-driven market sell-off is temporary and 
the overall market impact will be minimal over the long-term. This chart of the week shows the short-term returns of 
the broader market — using the MSCI All Country World Index as the guidepost — during the SARS outbreak, as 
well as the current coronavirus.  As shown in the chart, during the first three months of the SARS outbreak the MSCI 
ACWI posted a -2.9% return. However, six months after the initial SARS patient, the MSCI ACWI return was back in 
positive territory, up 2.8%. 

While comparing SARS and nCoV makes sense from a regional and virus strain commonality, one must also consider 
the economic circumstances surrounding each outbreak. The supply chain connectivity between China and the 
broader world has advanced in leaps and bounds since 2003. The potential knock-on effects of an extended drop 
in Chinese factory productivity could slow, for instance, the technology supply chains for Apple, LG, Google, and 
more. Hence, economists are probably spot on that the market will rebound, but the details of the true impact on 
global growth are yet to be defined.

Much Ado About Corona?
NICOLE JOHNSON-BARNES, CFA, RESEARCH ANALYST

Chart of the Week

Source: Bloomberg. Outbreak start dates determined according to U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and World Health Organization.

Effect of coronavirus on global markets may be fleeting 
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The sources of information used in this report are believed to be reliable. Marquette Associates, Inc. has not independently 

verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, projections and comments on 

financial market trends constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. This material is not financial advice 

nor an offer to purchase or sell any product. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not 

constitute recommendations. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

About Marquette Associates

Marquette Associates is an independent investment consulting firm that guides institutional investment programs with a 

focused client service approach and careful research. Marquette has served a single mission since 1986 – enable institutions 

to become more effective investment stewards. Marquette is a completely independent and 100% employee-owned 

consultancy founded with the sole purpose of advising institutions. 

For more information, please visit www.marquetteassociates.com.


